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Abstract 

We present experimental results of electron diffraction of super fluid helium droplets and 

droplets doped with phthalocyanine gallium chloride, and discuss the possibility of performing 

the same experiment with a laser aligned sample.  The diffraction profile of pure droplets 

demonstrates dependence on the nozzle temperature, i. e., on the average size of the droplets.  

Larger clusters demonstrate faster decay with increasing momentum transfer, while smaller 

clusters converge to isolated gas phase molecules at source temperatures of 18 K and higher.  

Electron diffraction of doped droplets shows similar modified molecular scattering intensity as 

that of the corresponding gas phase molecules.  Based on fittings of the scattering profile, the 

number of remaining helium atoms of the doped droplets is estimated to be on the order of 

hundreds.  This result offers guidance in assessing the possibility of electron diffraction from 

laser aligned molecules doped in superfluid helium droplets.   
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Single molecule diffraction offers a potential solution to the problem of crystallization in 

crystallography.1 By oversampling the continuous diffraction patterns from single molecules 

spanning all orientations (one molecule one direction at a time), sufficient information can be 

obtained to solve the atomic structure of the sample molecule.2-4 However, this method relies on 

recording sufficient data from a single molecule – a requirement that is still difficult to fulfill 

even with the most recent x-ray free electron lasers.  One solution to this problem is to 

accumulate data from multiple molecules oriented in the same direction during a series of 

diffraction events.5  Additionally, different orientations need to be sampled for the necessary 

information of a three dimensional structure.  In this sense, single molecule diffraction needs a 

molecular goniometer.  Different from a regular goniometer in x-ray diffraction, however, the 

ideal molecular goniometer should be substrate-free to avoid any interference either in the form 

of spurious diffraction backgrounds or in affecting the molecular conformation.   

 

Field induced alignment or orientation offers a possible solution to the molecular goniometer.  In 

particular, laser induced alignment is highly desirable for charged biological macromolecules.6-13 

For effective orientation/alignment, the interaction between the induced dipole (via the 

polarizability anisotropy) and the fast oscillating electric field of a laser has to overcome the 

rotational energy of the molecule.14  Consequently a room temperature sample requires an 

impractically high field strength.  Supersonic molecular beams represent a major step forward, 

and superfluid helium droplets with an internal temperature of 0.38 K are even more appealing.15  

The superfluidity of the droplets and the near unity relative permittivity of helium ensure 

minimal interference from the droplet environment to the embedded dopant.  Miller’s group and 

our own group have taken advantages of these properties and used DC electric fields for 
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orientation and alignment of polar molecules embedded in superfluid helium droplets.14, 16  The 

resulting molecular alignment has been further exploited for linear dichroism spectroscopy of 

small biological molecules in the gas phase, such as DNA bases and amino acids.14, 17-18   

 

In an effort to develop a molecular goniometer for single molecule diffraction, we have recently 

constructed a gas phase electron diffraction (GED) apparatus19-24 attached to a superfluid helium 

droplet source25 as shown in Figure 1.  In this work, we report our results of electron diffraction 

of pure superfluid helium droplets and droplets doped with phthalocyanine gallium chloride 

(PcGaCl).  Although limited by our signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, the resulting structure factor is 

not quantitative enough to derive the pair correlation function of a superfluid helium droplet, the 

consistent trend of our results agrees with the size variation of the droplet source.  For doped 

droplets, the collective diffraction of helium atoms from large droplets poses a background for 

the dopant, and molecular diffraction is only observable with small droplets.  Nevertheless, at 

adequate cluster sizes, features of molecular interference from PcGaCl are clearly visible. 

 

In gas phase electron diffraction, the observed total intensity Itotal contains contributions of all 

atoms of the diffractive species Iat(s) and coherence between each unique pairs of atoms Imol(s), 

where s is the momentum transfer during diffraction:19 

 𝑠 = 4𝜋
𝜆

sin (𝜃𝑑
2

) ,         (1) 

λ is the de Broglie wavelength (0.06 Å at 40 keV), and θd is the diffraction angle.   The small 

elastic and inelastic diffraction cross sections of each atom, typically much less than 0.01 Å2, 

guarantee that there is no absorption hence no heating effect from the electron beam.26  For the 

same reason, secondary diffractions are also negligible even for helium droplets of sub-micron in 
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size.  A randomly oriented molecular sample produces a circularly symmetric diffraction pattern, 

and the structure-sensitive component is typically shown as modified molecular scattering 

intensity sM(s):  

 𝑠𝑠(𝑠) = 𝑠𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐼𝑎𝑎

= 𝑠 𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚−𝐼𝑎𝑎
𝐼𝑎𝑎

 ,        (2) 

Modeling of the modified molecular scattering intensity from GED therefore includes removal of 

the known contributions of the constituent atoms of the diffractive molecule.  In our case of 

diffraction from molecules embedded in superfluid helium droplets, the observed intensity has 

additional contributions from the surrounding helium atoms of the droplet.  As will be seen in the 

following, this complication of the droplet poses a problem for randomly oriented molecular 

species as in standard GED, but its effect can be removed by background subtraction for aligned 

or oriented species. 

 

We have first recorded the electron diffraction pattern of pure helium droplets under different 

temperatures of the helium source, and the diffraction intensity Itotal  as a function of momentum 

transfer s is shown in Figure 2.  The diffraction intensity increases with the decrease in 

temperature of the droplet source, and the decay rate also exhibits dependence on the source 

temperature.  We have used a single exponential function to fit the decay of the diffraction 

profiles, and the resulting width parameters (w) from the fitting are listed in Table I.  Two 

distinct groups can be recognized from the data: those with source temperatures ≤ 12 K that have 

higher diffraction intensities and narrower distributions, and those with temperatures ≥ 18 K that 

have weaker intensities and slower decays.  In fact, the diffraction profiles of the latter group are 

essentially identical to that of pure helium gas at 298 K (included in Table I and Fig. 2).  We 

have then attempted a bi-exponential fitting for the lower temperature group (≤ 12 K) with one of 
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the exponents fixed at 1.48 Å-1 (exponent of the higher temperature group), and the resulting 

second exponential function has a much faster decay, on the order of 0.3 Å-1.  We have also 

performed statistical analysis (F-test) and confirmed the bi-exponential nature of the decay 

profiles.  For further evidence, we have performed a bi-exponential analysis for the higher 

temperature group and confirmed the single exponential nature of the experimental data.  Other 

fitting functions including power law and Gaussian functions, as listed in Table I, have also been 

attempted, but the quality of the fitting is visibly worse than that of the exponential functions.  In 

all cases, however, the conclusion with regard to the two distinct groups of decay profiles 

remains the same. 

 

The amplitude of the exponential fitting is affected by many factors.  Under constant electron 

fluxes and constant gas fluxes from the nozzle, the amplitude from atomic diffraction should be 

similar.  The amplitude from molecular diffraction, i. e., coherent diffraction from a correlated 

atom pair, should be related to the number of helium pairs within each droplet.  For the higher 

temperature group with negligible coherent molecular diffraction, we therefore expect similar 

amplitudes of atomic diffraction, since the total number of atoms arriving at the diffraction 

region is similar.  This expectation is qualitatively confirmed in Fig. 2.  From 12 K to 8 K, on the 

other hand, we do expect a rise in diffraction amplitude due to the presence of correlated atom 

pairs in large droplets, again as evidenced from Fig. 2.   

 

Compared with previous reports of neutron diffraction of bulk superfluid helium,27-29 our 

monotonic decay profiles lack the weak oscillatory portion of the pair correlation function at 

large s values.  We attribute this difference to two reasons: one is the polydispersity in the size of 
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the droplets, and the other is the variation in density from the core to the surface of a helium 

droplet.  Theoretical simulations of superfluid helium droplets have revealed a diffuse surface 

layer and a bulk-like interior for a droplet of over 100 atoms.30-31  Although the droplet size 

distribution varies from setup to setup for pulsed droplet sources, we can try to use the average 

droplet size from ref (32) as a general guide.  If we further assume a surface layer of 6 Å, the 

resulting percent of surface atoms under each source temperature is listed in Table I.  Below 12 

K, most of the atoms in a droplet are considered interior atoms, while above 18 K, diffuse 

surface atoms dominate.  In this sense, biexponential functions should be better representations 

of the experimental data at the two lowest source temperatures, a point confirmed from our 

statistical analysis.   

 

Based on Fig. 2, when the source temperature is above 18 K, diffraction profiles of the droplet 

beam are essentially the same as that of gas phase helium atoms, consisting of only incoherent 

atomic scattering.  The negligible pair correlation between atoms of small droplets is essential 

for the analysis of the diffraction pattern of doped droplets: all recorded coherent molecular 

scattering should be from the doped molecules, while coherence of the surrounding helium atoms 

can be neglected. 

 

Figure 3 shows the modified molecular scattering intensity sM(s) at a source temperature of 20 K 

after removing the contribution of incoherent atomic scattering using Eq. 2.  The best source 

temperature for the highest diffraction signal has been obtained at 20 K, comparable to that from 

our laser induced fluorescence experiment.25  The signal-to-noise ratio is limited even after 

360,000 repetitions, but the overall pattern is in agreement with our calculation and a previous 
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report from gas phase electron diffraction.33  Background signals, from the optical interference of 

the hot filament electron gun and from the ambient gas including sample molecules migrated into 

the diffraction region, have been recorded with equal exposure times and have been removed 

from the data.   

 

We have tried three different methods of calculation to cross-check the theoretical diffraction 

pattern.  First, standard software packages can be downloaded from the website of Rowland 

Institute at Harvard.34  For the input file of this calculation, the geometry of the molecule has 

been obtained from Gaussian 0935 (DFT/B3LYP with cc-pvtz basis set).    Second, Fourier 

transform of the electron density distribution obtained from the same Gaussian calculation can be 

used for one orientation of the molecular frame, and full rotation of the molecular frame has been 

achieved using a program written in Matlab.  Third, we have also written our own code for 

treating each atom as a scattering source and have calculated the resulting interference pattern 

with full rotation of the molecular frame.  In all cases, the same modified molecular scattering 

intensity has been obtained for the gas phase sample. 

   

In calculating the theoretical diffraction profile of doped droplets, we have treated the number of 

helium atoms in each droplet as an adjustable parameter, and optimization has been visually 

performed by comparing the resulting profile with the experimental data. The effective number 

of helium atoms for the fitting is between 100 and 150.   

 

While the quality of the experimental data is still low, improvements can be readily achieved in 

several aspects.  First, our camera has no intensification capability and has only one stage of 
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thermoelectric cooling, and a glass window (for vacuum seal) between the phosphor screen and 

the camera has limited transmission.  Upgrade of the image detection system will improve the 

S/N by perhaps several folds.  Secondly, although the electron gun has the potential of offering a 

much higher flux (an extra order of magnitude), we have been unable to fully utilize this feature 

because of two practical issues: one has been the optical contamination on the camera due to the 

hot-filament of the electron gun, and the other has been the need for another magnetic lens 

necessary to obtain a collimated small beam for diffraction.  Improvement in the electron beam 

has the potential of further increasing S/N by an order of magnitude. 

 

A major motivation of the current experiment is to assess the feasibility of using superfluid 

helium as a cooling agent for laser induced alignment of embedded biological molecules in 

diffraction experiments.  The degree of alignment/orientation is a major factor in determining the 

ultimate resolution of the resulting structure.36  The extreme temperature of superfluid helium 

droplets can lower the necessary field strength by nearly four orders of magnitude for a 

biological molecule coming from a room temperature vaporization source.  Consequently, only 

moderate fields are necessary for the often fragile sample, a condition much more preferred than 

otherwise. However, superfluid helium surrounding an embedded molecule generates a 

diffraction background.  Fortunately, this background can be effectively removed for aligned or 

oriented samples.  Randomly oriented samples and all atoms in the sample contribute to an 

isotropic diffraction pattern.  In contrast, the structurally informative molecular diffraction from 

spatially aligned or oriented molecules is anisotropic.  Consequently, all isotropic contributions 

including those from helium atoms and those from all atoms of the molecular sample can be 

removed by a direct subtraction between diffraction patterns with and without sample 
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alignment/orientation.  This subtraction can remove the uncertainty in the number of helium 

atoms of each droplet and any residual coherence between helium atoms in the interior structure 

of a large droplet.  In this sense, diffraction from aligned samples has the advantage of removing 

the polydispersity of the droplet beam.  However, since this process takes the difference of two 

large signals, the key is not to overwhelm the detector with the intense diffraction of helium 

atoms surrounding the sample molecule.  At 40 keV, the relative atomic diffraction cross section 

of helium and carbon is 3:40,37 hence it takes ~10 helium atoms to be competitive with a carbon 

atom.  In the current experiment, the ratio of carbon to helium atoms is about 1:5.  Improvement 

in the detector should be able to increase the tolerance of the helium to carbon ratio to a much 

higher level.   

 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated electron diffraction of pure superfluid helium droplets and 

doped droplets with a neutral molecule.  The diffraction profile of pure helium droplets is 

affected by the polydispersity of the droplet beam, but it is in qualitative agreement with the size 

variation of the droplets.  Larger droplets with a substantial compact interior component 

demonstrate stronger diffraction and faster decay with momentum transfer, while smaller 

droplets converge to gas phase isolated molecules when the droplet source temperature reaches 

18 K.  Electron diffraction of PcGaCl doped in helium droplets is possible with small droplets.  

Although the surrounding helium atoms contribute to the background of the experiment, this 

interference can be removed in diffraction from an aligned or oriented sample.  As long as the 

detector is not overwhelmed by the isotropic background of the helium atoms, diffraction of 

aligned samples is possible and advantageous over that of randomly oriented samples.   
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Table I.  Width parameters (w) from electron diffraction profiles of superfluid helium droplets.   

Source temperature 8K 12K 18K 40K 298K 

Exponential 
y=y

0
+A·exp(-s/w) 1.25±0.03 1.27±0.03 1.49±0.11 1.48±0.10 1.68±0.21 

Allomeric 
y=y

0
+A·s-w 2.48±0.05 2.42±0.04 2.18±0.07 2.22±0.07 2.15±0.12 

Gaussian 
y=y

0
+A·exp(-s2/2w2) 1.87±0.02 1.91±0.02 2.08±0.04 2.04±0.04 2.02±0.05 

Droplet size 106 (220Å) 105 103
 
(22Å) <103 1 

Surface atoms (%) 8 17 60 >60 100 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1.  The experimental apparatus showing the electron beam and the PcGaCl doped 

superfluid helium droplet beam.  The simulated diffraction pattern on a logarithmic scale and the 

molecular structure are also shown. 

 

Figure 2.  Total electron diffraction intensity from pure superfluid helium droplets.  The smooth 

line shows single exponential fits to the experimental curve, and the resulting width parameter, 

the estimated size of the droplet, and the percent of surface atoms are listed in Table I.   

 

Figure 3.  Modified molecular scattering intensity sM(s) of PcGaCl embedded in helium droplets 

(dot and solid line) at a source temperature of 20 K, and the sM(s) of gaseous PcGaCl from ref 

(33) for comparison (dot-dashed line). 
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Fig. 1  
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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